Repetitive activity of a branched Hodgkin-Huxley axon with multiple encoding sites.
Afferent activity in a receptor afferent fiber with several encoding sites is generally believed to represent the activity of the fastest pacemaker that resets all more slowly encoding sites. Alternatively, some impulse mixing as well as some nonlinear summation of receptor current to a single encoder have been considered. In this article the repetitive firing activity of a Hodgkin-Huxley axon consisting of two branches that join into a single stem axon was investigated. The model axon was stimulated by constant-current injection into either the right or the left or both branches. It was found that the model axon generated an (infinite) train of action potentials if the input current was large enough. The discharge frequency found was constant, and on combined stimulation of both branches with different current, the site of impulse initiation was always in the branch receiving the higher input current, excluding a simple impulse mixing. On the other hand, the combined stimulation of both branches evoked repetitive firing with a higher frequency than expected by the pacemaker-resetting hypothesis. Moreover, a stimulus that is subthreshold for repetitive firing if injected into one branch yields repetitive firing when it is injected into both branches, a behavior inconsistent with impulse mixing and pacemaker resetting. On the other hand, current injection into one branch allowed repetitive activity only within a rather limited range of firing frequencies. Using distributed current injection into both branches, however, allowed many more different firing frequencies. Such behavior is inconsistent with both pacemaker resetting and (nonlinear) input current summation. Consequently, the repetitive firing behavior of a branched Hodgkin-Huxley axon with multiple encoding sites appears to be more complex than postulated in the simple hypotheses.